Wal-mart Crossword Puzzle

Across
3. Warehouse? We don’t need no stinkin warehouse! . . .
6. Neglecting to pay workers overtime, preventing rest and lunch breaks, and forcing them to "work off the clock," according to Now.org
8. intentionally selling a product below cost in order to drive some or all competitors out of the market
13. ------ is particularly high at wal-mart compared to the rest of the retail industry as a whole
16. Sam Walton precursor?
18. They make TVs for philips, rca, magnavox, etc.
19. Discount store plus a grocery store, etc. aka hypermarket
21. they’re trying to organize associates
22. Opening stores to flood a region to clear out competition, then closing and abandoning some stores
24. The “good” wal-mart? They too have a class action suit.
25. “a process whereby a group of people is cordoned off for special, exclusionary treatment, typically based on a combination of physical appearance and putative ancestry”

27. important anti-union devices—both the players and recorders
28. Name in Mexico
29. graffiti in a wall street john
30. Not a union but perhaps one strategy to organize associates
31. The formula
Down
1. Retailers tell manufacturers what to produce and when to produce it based on what is actually being sold
2. trailers without wheels stuffed, transported, stacked, shipped, trucked, and unstuffed
4. class action sex discrimination lawsuit against wal-mart, the largest civil rights class action ever certified
5. one of walmartwatch.com’s campaigns
7. Hometown
9. the headquarters for getting products made in china
10. Old malls and shopping districts “in need of revitalization”
11. The founder to associates
12. closed a story here instead of letting it go union
14. touts these at $4, but that price “includes Only 1 Percent of Generics on the Market, Less than 10 percent of Commonly Stocked Generics” according to wakeupwalmart.com
15. According to some “wal-mart has given an increase in ------- to every American.”
17. “the epicenter of Chinese export production,” boomtown and busiest port in China
20. current ceo
23. talking on the job
26. ------ of the world unite!

31 of 31 words were placed into the puzzle.
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